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While on vacation, Emily Windsnap finds herself swept up in an ancient prophecy as the New
York Times best-selling series continues.Emily is headed to a tropical island for a relaxing
vacation with friends and family. And this time, Emily promises her best friend, Shona, there will
be absolutely no adventure — just plenty of fun. But somehow excitement always seems to find
Emily, and before she knows it, she ends up on the other side of a powerful waterfall on a
forgotten island no one else can get to. Well, no one that isn’t a half-mer like Emily and her
boyfriend, Aaron. The people who live on the island believe in a prophecy that foretells how they
can be saved from an imminent, devastating earthquake — and this prophecy seems to revolve
around Emily and Aaron, as well as a mysterious, mythic giant. Will they be able to find the giant
— and fulfill the prophecy — before it’s too late?

Emily's fast-paced, first-person narration lends immediacy to her latest quixotic quest, one that
tests the bonds of friendship and closes with a surprising twist. Spot art reinforces the maritime
theme; friendship and relationship angst ground the story emotionally...Exciting new adventures,
risks, and mysteries for Emily Windsnap fans.—Kirkus ReviewsThis book has it all: tested
friendships, danger, young love, fantasy, adventure, and mystery and all of this is wrapped up in
secrets that are strategically revealed. Young readers won’t be able to put this one down.—Story
Monsters Ink --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the
AuthorLiz Kessler is the author of the New York Times best-selling Emily Windsnap series as
well as three adventures about Philippa Fisher and her fairy godsister. She is also the author of
the middle-grade novels A Year Without Autumn, North of Nowhere, and Has Anyone Seen
Jessica Jenkins? Liz Kessler lives in England. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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Twenty-TwoThe first sign of trouble was the rain.Rain that fell like a river. Like a torrent. Like an
avalanche crashing down with such ferocity some thought it would split the earth in two. Others
argued the earth could not break — but that it might perhaps be drowned.Most didn’t argue at
all. They ran. They hid. They protected themselves and their families as well as they could,
waiting out a storm the likes of which no one had ever seen before. The likes of which no one
would have thought possible.The likes of which, surely, could have been created only by magic.
Nothing of this earth could produce such ferocity.The rain continued on and on as hours spilled
into days. It fell into the ocean with such relentless force that the sea levels rose. It swirled across
swells, rising into mountainous peaks, drilled down into whirlpools, and darkened the sky so that
it seemed the rain had even drowned the sun.And then, like a hungry shark closing in on its prey,
like a wizard finding the perfect ingredient for his spell, the rain homed in on what it was looking
for: the island in the center of the ocean. An island with no more than a hundred inhabitants.But
the rain wanted only one of them.Elsewhere, the sky lightened. But not above this island. Above
the island, it seemed all the darkness of the world, the darkness of a thousand nights, the
darkness of the most tortured soul, was gathered together into one cloud.The cloud was now so
large, it was as if the very fabric of space had opened up to swallow the island whole.For a
moment, the world held its breath.And then the cloud erupted. Like a giant dragon breathing fire,
the darkness unleashed its demons upon the island. Down they rained, sparks flying across the
sky like fireworks as the spell was cast.Then the rain and the lightning focused on the center of
the island, boring a hole all the way through it.Enormous arrows of rain continued to pour down
all around, so hard that the island’s edges were beaten and hewn into rough, ragged cliffs,
gigantic, jagged teeth that refused to let anyone in or out of the land beyond them.Tides rose:
huge, angry swells that seemed would never again become calm.Eventually, the cloud reached
the final side of the island. The longest, straightest edge.The first cannonball of rain crashed
against the foot of the cliffs so hard that it dented the cliff itself.The second punched a hole
above the first. Three more times the cloud fired explosions of water at the cliff, higher and
higher, as if it were chasing its prey to the top.Who was the prey though?The people retreated as
the balls of water crashed into their land. Each explosion sent them deeper and deeper into the
island’s hidden forest, forced them into shelters, and contained them in clearings and
caves.There were those who saw a large figure rising out of the water — a figure of giant,
contorted proportions.There were those who heard words streaking through the air.“Betrayed
me . . .”“We had a deal . . .”“Never forgive . . .”The words grew softer as the rain climbed higher
and higher up the mountain beyond the cliffs.As the rain slowed, the cloud took moisture from



the fierce swells, growing and growing so that soon the entire island was hidden inside the
cloud.Eventually, the sky beyond the island cleared. It was over.All that was left was a fierce
swell, an island cut to shreds, and a thick blanket of fog surrounding it. An angry, raging waterfall
screamed down the cliffside, forming a deadly barrier to the bay behind it.Those who had
survived crept out of their hiding places to find they were now trapped on the island by the cliffs
and the falls. Closed off from the world. Forgotten. Abandoned.And for more than five hundred
years, that was how it stayed.Emily, are you listening to me?”My best friend’s voice jolted me so
hard I jumped and splashed myself in the face. “What? What?” I spluttered. “Sorry, I must have
dozed off.”“Ha!” Shona said with a laugh. “I’m clearly not very interesting!”“No!” I protested. “You
are! Of course you are. I’m just . . .”“You’re exhausted.” Shona finished my sentence for me.“I
guess I am,” I admitted. “Sorry.”“It’s OK,” Shona said. “Your life has been crazy lately. I’m
surprised you’re still in one piece.”Shona was right. We’d recently come home from a geography
field trip that had been the latest in a long line of adventures.“I barely am,” I said. “I mean, can
you actually think of more than a week at a time when I wasn’t being almost squeezed to death
by a sea monster or getting trapped with sirens in a forgotten underwater cave or dodging
hammerhead sharks to get my dad out of Neptune’s underwater prison?”Shona flicked her tail
as she swam up to the water’s edge. Shona’s a mermaid. Kind of like I am, except she’s a full-
time one. I’m a mermaid only when I go in water. I’m an ordinary girl the rest of the time.“Well,
yes,” Shona replied. “There was the time when you escaped from Neptune’s evil brother in the
frozen Arctic. You weren’t doing any of those things then.”I laughed. “Exactly. And to top it off, we
go on a school trip where the most exciting activity is supposed to be studying local rock
formations, and what happens? I discover a spooky underwater ship and have to rescue a boat
full of people who are trapped in Atlantis!”Shona smiled as she swished her tail, spreading
droplets of water in a sparkly arc above the sea. “You need a break,” she said.“I probably do,” I
admitted. “Just a little one. What are the chances that will happen?”Shona frowned. “Hmm. Slim.
It is you we’re talking about here.”I splashed water at her, and she laughed and ducked under the
surface.“It’s true though,” Shona went on. “You’re addicted to adventures — you just can’t resist
them.”“I don’t do it on purpose,” I protested. “They come to me!”“Yeah,” Shona agreed. “You’re
like an adventure magnet.” She swam around me toward a large, smooth rock and pulled herself
onto it. Her tail flicking in the water, she perched on the edge of the rock and ran a hand through
her hair, squeezing seawater out of it and patting it down into neat strands.Shona’s one of those
mermaids who cares about things like her hair. Before she met me, she wanted to be a siren —
you know, the whole sitting on a rock, singing beautiful songs, and luring fishermen to watery
graves thing. She feels differently now that humans and merfolk are a bit more aware of each
other, but she still likes to look good. Me, I don’t care so much. I just like to have fun. Trouble is,
my fun usually ends up as . . . well, trouble.“Now that I think about it,” Shona went on, “what do all
these adventures have in common? Or, should I say, who do they have in common? Other than
you.”I thought for a moment. “I guess you’ve been by my side in most of them.”“Exactly.” Shona
smoothed her hair and slid back into the sea. “And so I think I am qualified to tell you that I am



officially declaring both of us in need of some downtime, before we collapse in a heap of jellyfish
goo. I am completely adventured out, and so are you. Let’s swill out for a while.”“Swill out?”Shona
shrugged. “Like chill out. But in water. Come on. Let’s make a deal. Let’s try to be boring for a
while. Time out. No more adventures.”I thought for a moment. “OK. Let’s do it. No more
adventures.”Shona flicked her tail to push herself upright in the water and indicated for me to
face her and do the same. She held a hand up. “You too,” she said.I swished my tail and held my
right hand up, palm facing hers.“OK, repeat after me,” she said. “I, Emily Windsnap.”I cleared my
throat. “I, Emily Windsnap,” I repeated, trying not to laugh.“Do solemnly declare.”“Do solemnly
declare.”“That I shall not be tempted by adventures, risks, or mysteries for at least one
month.”“That I shall not be tempted by adventures, risks, or mysteries for at least one
month.”Shona raised an eyebrow. “Think you can do it?”“I am desperate to do it,” I
replied.“Swishy!” she replied. “Bring on the boring.”I grinned as we slapped hands in a watery
high five. “Bring on the boring!”Shona had gone back to her family in Shiprock. That’s the merfolk
town under the sea near us. I was swimming home for dinner.I live on a boat in Brightport with
my mom and dad. Mom lives on the upper deck of the boat since she’s a human. I do, too, when
I’m being a human and spending time with Mom. I also like to hang out in the lower deck with
Dad. That part is under the water because Dad’s a merman, so it’s how we manage to all live
together.I pulled myself out of the sea and perched on the edge of the boat. As I sat there, I
watched my tail flick and shimmer. Droplets of water sprinkled off the end of it, glinting in the late
afternoon sun. Then, gradually, my tail stiffened up, straightened out, and began to tingle. Finally,
it disappeared altogether as my legs came back.You’d think I’d be used to it by now. I first
discovered that I become a mermaid when I go in water just over a year ago, when I was twelve,
but it still amazes me every time it happens.I leaned over the side of the boat to squeeze the
water out of my hair. Then I went inside.Mom and her best friend, Millie, were huddled together
on the sofa, flipping through magazines.“Hi, sweet pea,” Mom said as I came in. “Nice
time?”“Yep. Swishy,” I said. Swishy is Shona’s favorite word — but I like using it, too. It makes me
feel like a real mermaid.“That’s nice, darling,” Mom replied.“What’re you doing?” I called over my
shoulder to them as I went into the kitchen and poured myself a drink of orange juice.“Looking
through travel brochures,” Millie replied airily.“Really?” I took my drink and went to join them. “I
didn’t know we were going on a trip.”“We’re not,” Mom said.“Yes, you are,” Millie countered.I
stared at Millie. She glanced up and stared back. “Your mom has SAD,” she said with a
meaningful look in her eyes. Millie does most things with a meaningful look of some sort. You
learn to ignore it after a while.“What are you sad about, Mom?” I asked. “Did something
happened to Dad? Are you OK?”Mum waved an arm at me. “I’m fine!” she said. “I’m not sad at
all.”“But Millie said —”“I said she has SAD, not she is sad,” Millie interrupted.“Oh,” I said. “I see.” I
didn’t actually see at all. I squeezed onto the sofa next to Mom. “Actually, what exactly is the
difference?”Millie sighed. “S-A-D,” she spelled out. “Seasonal affective disorder. I’ve been
reading about it. It’s been dreary out, and your mom is exhausted and drained.”“Is she?” I asked.
“Are you, Mom?”Mom shrugged. “I suppose I am a little,” she conceded.They sounded like me



and Shona. Didn’t we just say pretty much the same thing? Maybe I had this SAD thing, too.“Can
it be treated?” I asked. “What can we do about it?”Millie held up one of the brochures they were
looking at. “WINTER SUN” it said in big letters on the front page.“Sunshine,” she said. “That’s
what your mom needs.” Then she squinted and pushed her reading glasses up her nose. “In fact,
you’re looking a bit on the pasty side, too, Emily. A little winter sun wouldn’t do you any harm,
either.”Just then, I heard a swooshing noise underneath us. “Dad!” I yelled. Dad had been
working on building new caves with some of the merfolk in Shiprock. The swooshing meant he
was home from work.A moment later, he popped his head through the trapdoor that links the
boat’s two floors.Mom got up and went over to him. “Hi, darling,” she said, bending down to kiss
him. “How was your day?”“It was swishy!” Dad said, glancing across to wink at me. “And you
know the best news of all?”“What’s that?” Mom asked.“They’re giving us all the week after next
off !”“Oh, that’s wonderful,” Mom said. “You can spend the week at home with us.” She moved to
stand up again and snagged her pants on a broken floorboard. Then she glanced around the
boat and nodded toward the table in the middle of the saloon, propped up by a pile of books in
place of its missing leg. “Maybe we can use the week to get a few things done around the
place.”“Sounds like a barrel of fun,” Dad said with a grimace.“Wait. The week after next? That’s
my school break, isn’t it?” I asked.“Sure is, little ’un,” Dad replied.Millie slammed her brochure
shut and pursed her lips. “Well, that settles it,” she said firmly. “Forget about geting things done
around this place. I’ll move in and get to work on them for you while you go enjoy
yourselves.”Mom’s face fell. Millie might be her best friend, but she’s not exactly the most
practical person in the world. If you left your to-do list in her hands, there’d be a fairly strong
chance that she’d turn the list into a floaty scarf and try to hypnotize the jobs into doing
themselves. “Honestly, Millie,” Mom said carefully, “you really don’t have to do —”Millie held up a
hand to stop her. “I’m insisting on it. And it’s not just me insisting.”I looked around. “Um. There’s
no one else saying anything,” I pointed out.Millie gave me one of those knowing looks, and
lowering her voice, she said, “Serendipity herself has intervened.”“Seren — what?” I asked.Millie
impatiently shook her head. “Serendipity. Synchronicity. Coincidence. Call it what you will. It’s all
coming together. Your break, your mother’s needs, and your father’s time off.” She held up her
brochure and waved it in the air. “You’re going on vacation, all of you. Fate has decreed it.”Dad
looked at Mom. “Millie’s right,” he said. “We could all use some time off.” With a wink, he added,
“And if fate has decreed it, who are we to argue?” He held a hand out to Millie. “Come on then,”
he said. “Pass me one of those. Let’s book ourselves a trip!”It was later that day, and Mom, Dad,
Millie, Aaron, and I were flipping through brochures.Aaron’s my boyfriend. He’s a semi-mer like
me — the only one I know, of my age anyway.Mom and Millie were on the sofa, pointing at
pictures and mumbling, “Oooh, look at that,” and “What about this one?” and “Oh, my!” every
other minute.Dad was leafing through his with increasing impatience.Aaron and I were sitting on
a beanbag looking at one together, but mostly using it as an excuse to huddle up close. I leaned
into him as I turned the pages.“Look at the color of the water!” Aaron exclaimed as I turned a
page.“Check out the size of the pool,” I added, pointing at the hotel as Aaron pulled me closer to



look at the picture.A couple of minutes later, Dad closed the last of his brochures and sighed
loudly. “This is crazy,” he said. We’d been looking through these for the last hour. “There’s nothing
in here that we can do together.”Dad was right. We couldn’t exactly go to some high-rise hotel
together. Dad would have to spend the whole week in the swimming pool. It would be like us
going on vacation and him being kept in an aquarium!“Wait!” Millie suddenly rose from the
sofa.Dad stopped moving. I put my brochure down, Aaron froze, and Mom looked up. We all
stared at Millie as she waved her brochure in the air.“I’ve got it!” she announced. “I’ve found the
perfect place.” Millie held the brochure out to me. “Show your dad.”I dragged myself out of the
beanbag and got up to take the brochure from Millie. Studying the pictures, I made my way
across the boat.“The Tiptoe Hotel at Majesty Island,” the page read.I didn’t read any more of the
words. I was too busy looking at the pictures — the bluest, clearest water I’d ever seen, the most
golden sand you could imagine, and a line of little huts stretching out from the beach into the
bay.I passed the brochure to Dad. Mom got up from the sofa and came to join us.“Majesty
Island,” Dad murmured. “Sounds great.”“Listen to this,” Mom said, reading aloud over Dad’s
shoulder. “‘Majesty Island is a small island oozing with natural riches and wonders. With the
softest golden sand and the bluest, clearest sea, it is a jewel in the middle of the ocean. A place
where you will definitely feel like royalty.’”Aaron joined us and read aloud from the rest of the
page: “‘Wake up to the sound of the sea, and within seconds, you can slip directly from your bed
straight into the sparkling waters of Bluefin Bay.’”“It sounds incredible,” I said.“It does. You have
to go!” Aaron said. Then he grabbed my hand and whispered, “Even though I’ll miss you like
crazy.”“Me too,” I whispered back.Dad looked at Mom. “It does sound romantic,” he said.Mom did
that gooey smile back at Dad that she does sometimes. “It really does.”Which, yeah, might be
nice for them. But if this was going to be some kind of second honeymoon, I didn’t really want to
be the third wheel.But maybe I didn’t have to. And perhaps I didn’t have to miss Aaron.“Mom,
Dad, can Aaron and Shona come, too?” I asked. The thought of spending a week with my two
favorite people was probably the most perfect thing I could imagine.“Two friends? I don’t know,”
Mom said. “No offense, Aaron, but I thought the whole idea was that it would be a relaxing trip for
me. Looking after three children doesn’t sound like much of a break.”Aaron waved his hands in
front of him. “It’s fine, honestly. Don’t worry about it,” he said.Millie loudly cleared her throat.
“Sorry, don’t mind me,” she said, thumping her chest.“You wouldn’t have to look after us,” I said to
Mom. “We’d hang out together all the time! And then you guys could be all mushy and
romantic.”Dad laughed, then kissed Mom’s cheek. “Sounds good to me,” he said.Mom sighed.
“Oh, I don’t know,” she said.Millie coughed again, even more loudly this time. Mom turned to look
at her. “You OK, Millie?”“What, me? Oh, yes, I’m fine,” Millie replied airily. “Just a tickle.” She
picked up another brochure, and as she nonchalantly flipped through it, she added, “I always get
a little sick this time of year. It’s just the weather. I’ll be fine, though. Don’t worry about me. You go
on with your plans.”Mom laughed. “Millie! I thought you wanted to stay and look after the
boat?”“What? Oh, yes. That’s right. Go on with your planning. Ignore me.” She coughed once
more and pulled her scarf up to cover her throat.“I guess . . .” Dad said. “If we had a third adult



there, it would be someone else to watch the kids.”“Dad’s right,” I said to Mom. If Millie coming
along meant more chance of my friends coming, too, then I was all for it. “Plus, you’d have
someone to keep you company if Dad wanted to take us on any underwater trips.” I turned to
Aaron. “You’d like to go out exploring beautiful, jewellike waters with Dad, wouldn’t you?”Aaron’s
eyes were wide. “Errr, yes!”“That is a good point,” Mom agreed. She turned to Millie. “OK, Millie,
do you want to come?”Millie slammed down her brochure and pulled her scarf off her neck.
“Count me in,” she said, beaming. “Wouldn’t miss it for the world.”Dad laughed. “Right,” he said.
“I’ll talk to Shona’s parents. Aaron, ask your mom. If everyone agrees to it, then yes, all right, we’ll
book it.”I squeezed Aaron’s hand as he got up to leave. “Hope she says yes,” I said.“She will,”
Aaron replied. “I’ll make sure.”I looked at the pictures again as Dad and Aaron left. It looked so
beautiful. The perfect place to do what Shona had said and “swill out.” A week of doing nothing.
No adventures, no mysteries, no anything. Just lying around in the sunshine, swimming
whenever we felt like it, and not having a care in the world.It was going to be the most perfect
week of my life.Wow — look at it!” Shona said. All around us was nothing but twinkling turquoise
water, stretching out as far as the eye could see.I could hardly believe it had all happened so
quickly. The hotel had some cheap deals since it was a last-minute booking. Shona’s and
Aaron’s parents had agreed, and now we were really here. Majesty Island.Mom had spoken to
the hotel manager. He had never met a mermaid or merman in real life, but he’d read about
sightings of merpeople and was totally open to us coming. He even put us in a couple of the
rooms that had underwater caves directly below them.And here we were. In paradise.Our rooms
were little cottages on stilts in the water. Each one had its own balcony, and below the deck of
our balconies were the underwater caves the hotel had told us about. We could dive off and
swim straight down into the caves.Aaron had one room, with Dad staying in the cave below it. I
had another with Shona in the cave below mine, and Mom and Millie were sharing a third one
next to mine, with an adjoining door in between.I was sitting on my balcony now, toes dangling
over the edge as Shona swam below me. Little steps led straight into the water, which was so
clear I could see the rocky formation of Shona’s cave underneath.“Want to explore?” Shona
asked with a smile.I laughed. “Do you?”She made a face at me. “Look at it. Of course I do!”“OK,
let’s do it,” I said, stepping back into my room. I threw my bag on the bed and opened it. “I’ll get
my swimming stuff !”Just then, there was a knock at my door.“It’s open!” I called.A second later,
the door opened, and Aaron came in. He took my hand and pulled me back outside to the
balcony. “Look at this place!” he exclaimed.“I know. Beautiful, isn’t it?”“Like you,” Aaron said and
squeezed my hand.I laughed. Mainly to hide my embarrassment. I mean, I liked him saying
things like that, but I didn’t want Shona to feel left out by it. She had a boyfriend, too, but he
worked for Neptune, and she hardly ever got to see him.“Do you two just want to be together?”
Shona asked.I pulled my hand away from Aaron’s. “No! Of course not.” I turned to Aaron. “We
were just about to go out swimming,” I said. “You coming?”“Yeah!” Aaron looked between me and
Shona. “I mean, as long as you don’t mind?”“Of course we don’t,” Shona assured him. “Just get a
move on!”“Two minutes!” Aaron called over his shoulder as he left the room. “See you in there.”I



couldn’t help feeling a tiny flicker of worry. Had I done the right thing bringing them both? I didn’t
want to spend the whole week feeling torn between the two of them.I went back inside to
change. I’d bought a new bathing suit for the trip, so once I turned into a mermaid in the water,
my top half would be as sparkly as my tail.After going back outside, I slid off the balcony and
joined Shona in the water. It folded around me like warm caramel, and I instantly stopped
worrying about anything else.My toes went numb, then my feet. Then my legs stiffened up.
Finally, they disappeared altogether. In their place, a purple-and-green tail splashed on the
surface of the water, sprinkling a rainbow arc of droplets around me.As I dived under the
surface, I got that feeling it gave me every single time.I was home.The three of us sliced through
the water together, exploring the rocky caves below us and darting through skinny tunnels. We
swam to the surface and floated on our backs as we gazed at the beauty surrounding us.“Which
do you think is bluer?” I asked. “The ocean or the sky?”“Ocean,” Aaron replied.“Sky,” Shona said
at the same moment.I laughed. “They’re both stunning, either way,” I said. Then I flipped over and
dived under the surface again.Even the sea life here seemed particularly serene and beautiful. A
small group of thin fish with pastel pink blobs on their bodies and yellow markings around their
eyes like makeup drifted by with the slightest flick of their tails.A bright purple fish with a white
stripe across its back and a big, black, open mouth glided alongside us. Reeds waved so gently
below us it was as if time had slowed them down.It was perfect. Every part of it. And as the three
of us swam and played and explored the day away, I knew that we wouldn’t have a single worry
all week.I woke to the sound of water lapping gently against the deck outside my room. It was the
second day of the vacation, and we’d agreed to meet on Mom and Millie’s balcony for breakfast.
All the hotel’s meals were buffet-style, and they had said we could take our food and eat
together in our room.I chose some cereal and fruit and grabbed a drink and some bits and
pieces off the deli counter in the dining room to take to Mom and Millie’s room.“Tea?” Millie
asked as I joined the others on the balcony. She was opening a tin full of teabags as the kettle
came to the boil. “Brought my own,” she explained. “I couldn’t go a whole week without my Earl
Grey.”“I’m fine with my orange juice, thanks,” I said as I pulled out a chair.“Now that we’re all
here,” Mom said, getting up and quickly going inside. “Look what I got.”She came back out with
an armful of leaflets. After spreading half of them across the table, she handed the other half to
Dad to share with Shona. They were both perched on the balcony, their tails dangling over the
side into the water.Aaron and I looked through the leaflets on the table. There were boat trips,
island tours, nature walks — all sorts of activities. “We could do a different thing every day,” I
murmured.“Not sure how Shona and I would do with mini golf,” Dad said, laughing.I picked up a
leaflet for “The Falls of Forgotten Island.” The front page had a picture of a small island with a
mountain in the middle of it, stretching way up into the sky. A massive, white, frothing waterfall
crashed all the way down the side of the island.The picture showed a bright yellow boat in a still
stretch of water at the base of the waterfall. Along the bottom of the leaflet, in bright yellow letters
that matched the boat, it said: “Visit the recently discovered Forgotten Island and its magical
waterfall. Daily trips with Majesty Tours throughout the year.”I held the leaflet out to Mom. “That



looks pretty awesome.”Mom glanced across at it. “Gosh. Doesn’t it?”Millie plonked herself down
next to Mom and looked over her shoulder. “Ooh,” she said with a loud slurp of her tea. “Count
me in for that one.”“How about you guys go on the boat trip?” Dad suggested. “I could take
Shona on a species-spotting trip along the seabed?”I caught Shona’s eye. She didn’t look
thrilled at the idea, and I didn’t want her to feel left out, especially on the first day.“I won’t go,” I
said.Shona frowned. “You have to go. It looks totally swishy.”I thought for a moment. “Come with
us!” I said.Millie flipped the leaflet over. “Emily,” she said carefully. “You know it’s all on a boat,
don’t you?”I grinned at Shona. “You could swim along beside the boat. It’ll be fun.”“You sure it
wouldn’t be dangerous?” Mom asked. “We’re responsible for Shona while we’re away.”“I guess I
could come at least part of the way,” Shona said. “Maybe not all the way to the falls, but I could
head out toward the island. Far enough to feel like I’m with you. Kind of.”“Not ‘kind of’ at all,” I
assured her. “You’ll totally be with us.”“All right,” Dad said, giving in. “But be careful.”“Of course,”
Shona agreed.Dad turned to Aaron. “What about you, young man?” he asked. “Boat or seabed
trail?”Aaron took a bite of his toast. “Um. I’ll go on the boat, please,” he said. Holding my hand
under the table, he added more quietly, “That way, we get to spend the whole day together.”And,
yes, of course that made me feel nice. And, yes, it was what I wanted, too. But I was desperate to
make sure Shona didn’t feel left out, so I shoveled a spoonful of cereal into my mouth and
mumbled, “Yeah, cool, whatever,” as casually as I could.As Mom went inside to call and book the
trip, I pushed my chair away and went to sit on the deck next to Shona.Shona shuffled over to
make space so I could dangle my legs over the edge. Her mouth made a smile shape, but her
eyes didn’t.“You OK?” I asked.“Yeah, of course,” she said in a flat voice.“Hey. What’s
up?”“Nothing, honestly.”I raised an eyebrow.“OK.” Shona waved the leaflets at me. “Just, I dunno.
All this,” she said. “It’s all stuff I can’t do in the same way as you. I don’t want to hold you back
from enjoying your vacation.”I laughed. “Shona, you’re my best friend. You could never do
that!”Shona frowned. “I know. I’m being silly. Sorry. I guess I thought we’d just be hanging out, not
going off on trips. You, me, and Aaron, doing nothing. Like we agreed.” She gave me a pointed
look. “To be honest, I don’t know if swimming across the bay to a forgotten island on my own and
watching you guys enjoying yourselves on the boat is going to be all that much fun for
me.”Shona was right. We were supposed to be chilling out or swilling out or whatever. We’d
agreed, and I didn’t want to let her down. I was about to say I wouldn’t go on the trip. We’d hang
out doing nothing together all day when Mom came back outside.“That’s all booked,” she said.
“We meet on Paradise Quay at two thirty.”I turned to Shona.“Go on the trip,” she said. “I’ll stay
around here or go on the seabed trail with your dad. It’s only going to be for a couple of
hours.”“Are you sure?” I asked.She nodded.“I promise I’ll just go on this one trip, OK? Then we’ll
spend the rest of the week doing nothing except soaking up the sun and the sea
together.”Shona smiled, and this time it reached her eyes. “Only if you want to.”“Of course I want
to. One trip, then it’s swishy swill time. No mysteries, no crazy adventures. No breaking our
deal.”Shona laughed. “Sounds good,” she agreed.I grinned and gave her a big hug. Droplets of
water sparkled around us as our tails flicked with excitement. Today was going to be swishy!



Ladies and gentlemen, please listen to the following safety announcement. You may move freely
about the boat on our journey to Forgotten Island, but you must remain within the white lines
around the edge of the deck at all times. Where possible, please hold on to the rails. We will
drive as close as possible to Forgotten Island. This means that those of you who wish to view the
waterfall from the deck will get wet. We are here for your enjoyment, but your safety is
paramount, and we must remind you that it is not safe to go beyond the white lines. Thank you
for listening, and we hope you all have a magical trip with us today.”We pulled on the ponchos
they’d given us. They looked like enormous yellow tents.“I really like this,” Millie said, looking
down at herself. To be fair, it wasn’t that different from the flowing capes she wore most of the
time. “Might have to see if they’ll let me keep it.”
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KarToon12, “Falling into another grand adventure with friendships on the line. Mermaids have
always been one of my favorite mythical beings, and with summer upon us, I felt the need to dive
into a story involving these half-fish people and/or the ocean. After seeing this series constantly
pop up in book stores and in my search feeds, I finally decided to give it a look, and after
enjoying the previous installments, I couldn't wait to see what was next for our plucky protagonist
and her growing group of friends.Emily and her friends and family are exhausted after being
thrown into one adventure after another, almost non-stop, for over a year now. The events of
"The Ship of Lost Souls" was especially harrowing, and everyone is desperate for a break. Their
search for relaxation leads them to Majesty Island and the Forgotten Island Tours---a vacation
package that takes people on tours of a recently discovered tropical island with an impenetrable
waterfall. Jumping on this prime chance to relax, Emily, her parents, Aaron, Shona, and Millie all
plan a week long holiday. Shona is especially determined to relax, to the point of making Emily
promise to not go on any adventures and just try to have as normal a good time as possible. But
saying is much easier than doing, and soon, Emily finds herself uncovering the long-buried
secrets of the island, and getting swept up into an ancient prophecy that predicts the end of the
world. Is there truth to this centuries-old story? Or is it all just a strange coincidence? And when
Shona and Aaron make it clear that they're tired of Emily's curiosity endangering them again,
can Emily fix their friendship before everything they love is destroyed?There's been only one
constant negative throughout this series---that being that, for the longest time, it remained very
unclear as to the status of how much of humanity knows about mermaids. The people in
Brightport clearly know, but there was always little to no mention of how this revelation was
impacting the world at all. Considering the age group this is aimed at, I wasn't asking for
anything SUPER intricate, but a bit more consistency and impact would've been nice, to the
point that I had given up on expecting this story point to go any farther or deeper. Well, it seems
the author must've read my mind, because this time around, word FINALLY seems to be
spreading about mermaid sightings, since our protagonists are able to book a hotel that can
accommodate the mermaids in the group. It wasn't much, but I was a little glad that this grey
area was, at last, being addressed in some form or another.And speaking of shedding light on
certain plot points, once again, Emily's curiosity gets the best of her, to which Shona, after all
this time, finally snaps; getting in a fight with Emily over how our main protagonist has constantly
gotten her and her loved ones into trouble and other near-death experiences. It's clear that
Shona harbors a sting of jealousy over how Emily always turns out to be the hero, with Shona
consistently regulated to being a sidekick. Way back in "Monster of the Deep", the novel had
alternating chapters between Emily and her friend, Mandy, and so far, it's the only book in the
series to utilize that convention. I think this story could've also benefited from trying that same
writing mechanic and had alternating chapters between Emily and Shona, as I really would've
appreciated seeing more of her viewpoint. I'm now wondering if Shona has been harboring these



resentful feelings toward Emily throughout the previous books, but was just good at hiding it?
She rightfully calls out Emily on her recklessness, and eventually Aaron does too, causing Emily
to have to work to repair their friendship while also having to convince them that the threat of
their impending doom is real.On that note, we're treated to what's arguably the biggest danger
that Emily and company have ever encountered---a great calamity that even King Neptune can't
stop. The culture that Emily and her friends discover behind the waterfall is interesting and well-
developed, with many of them arguing over whether the prophecy is to be believed or not. This
leads into discussions of faith vs. science that kids can easily understand. When is something an
obvious coincidence, and when should one really pay attention to changes in nature? And
without spoiling too much, this same prophecy will wind up connecting to events way back in
"Castle in the Mist"; revealing more of Aaron's family history. And what he finds out may change
the course of his role in the rest of the series from here on out.This novel was another great
installment in the series, teaching that you shouldn't make promises you can't keep, but that you
also shouldn't force someone into making a promise that's out of their control of whether they
can keep it or not. Time to meet "The Pirate Prince."”

Woosuk Chang, “Quick summary! **ALERT!!** Ending included!!. Really good! Anyway so in this
book Millie suggests they go on a healing trip to some wonderful island. Before that Shona
makes Emily promise NO ADVENTURE. Then they go on this boat ride to see the Falls of the
forgotten island and Em sees eyes behind the fall and to go behind the falls is impossible. Then
they go again except Em and Shona (who comes tagging along by the boat) actually go behind
the fall and hear voices. Then like on their HUNDRETH visit (exaggeration, I wish not) they get to
meet the peeps behind the falls and hear this prophecy with a giant that saves them all. Em tells
Aaron and Shona but Shona gets mad and they end up in a fight.Then Em and Aaron meet this
guy named Jeras the father of Aurora, Neptune's dead wife. Aaron gets all worked up at that
part. They hear the TRUE story and then find out Jeras, wife used to have prophecy powers
before dying. And then they find out he could be big and powerful if he shook Neptune's hand.
So, a main part of the prophecy was that there would be an earthquake. So during the
earthquake Shona leads Neptune to Jeras, which was part of the prophecy.( BTW, Em and
Shona also make up at this part and be besties again.) And they realized, A GIANT IS BIG AND
POWERFUL!!! JERAS SHAKE HIS HAND NOW BEFORE WE ALL DIE!!!!!! And they shake
hands. Then Jeras lies by his wifes grave and peacefully dies.”

A. Burchfield, “7th entry in the Emily Windsnap series…. …it's just as "swishy" (Emily's way of
saying "great") as the first six stories. You could get by just reading this one but I'd get the series.
More for a 12 year old (and more "girly" than a lot of boys would like) this book has a lot of detail
and interesting concepts that will appeal to adult readers who wouldn't otherwise touch a girl's
book.I've read several Liz Kessler books, wouldn't mind reading more.”



CSB, “great book! highly recommended.. i absolutely loved it! great for ten year old girls like me,
that also like mermaids! i think that liz kessler is a amazeing artist and writer. i have read some of
her other books and highly recomend them. i loved how there was just the right amount of drama
as well! little romance, tiny bit of action, mystery as well! highly recommended book.”

RebeccaLynn, “Good addition to the series (according to my daughter). Purchased this for my
daughter. She’s 13, but did not enjoy reading until she began this series. I’m inclined to say this
book would be more age appropriate for a 10 year old, but I’m just happy my daughter’s reading
something leisurely!”

Ynnej Tolentino, “Great book for 12+, or PG 12. I bought this for my 10 year old niece and she
love all the books/series. But check out context and needs to explain some mature languages
and situation that might need guidance and further explanation”

Rachelle Gronemyer, “Granddaughter's favorite books!. My 10 year old granddaughter is in love
with this series cannot buy them fast enough!”

Julie Garcia, “Daughter loves these books. My 12 year old 7th grader to be is in love with this
series. She reads a book in one day. Definitely recommend it to any parent that has a girly girl in
their household.”

LG, “Great book!. Great book!”

Gordon Ronald, “Good series. Daughter loved this series of books.”

David Webb, “As advertised. As advertised”

S Riaz, “Emily WIndsnap and the Falls of Forgotten Island. This is the seventh book in a series
about Emily Windsnap, who looks like a normal girl until she enters the water and becomes a
mermaid. Like lots of girls, my daughter loves mermaids and so this was certainly of interest to
her and, having read it, we have now purchased the first in the series (as well as some other
books by Liz Kessler) as my daughter was so impressed, but felt she needed to start the series
from the beginning.Emily goes on a family holiday, along with her best friend Shona and her
boyfriend, Aaron, to the tropical paradise of Majesty Island. However, the friends discover a
hidden world behind the falls. However, this hidden world is dangerous and Shona doesn’t
appreciate the fact that Emily’s curiosity put them there. However, when Emily discovers that
those on Forgotten Island and Majesty Island are in danger, she knows that she has to do
something about it…This is an exciting story, with an exotic, interesting setting. For those who
have followed the series, I am sure this will be even more enjoyable than it was for my daughter,
who is looking forward to discovering the history and characters from the beginning. Still, even



though she jumped into the series so far ahead, she did enjoy this.”

MM, “Half girl half mermaid. This is the 7th book in the Emily Windsnap series, but the first time
we had come across this series! Emily Windsnap, the heroine and main character, is half girl
and half mermaid - she transforms when she goes on land and water. In this book she goes on a
dangerous mission discovering and exploring the falls of the forgotten island, and their prophecy.
A fun and engaging read for children around 8/9+ I think it will generally appeal to girls more”

The book by Liz Kessler has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 737 people have provided feedback.
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